Effects of cue context on the perception of depth from combined disparity and perspective cues.
In normal vision, stereoscopic cues are combined with perspective cues to provide veridical depth perception. The relative strengths of these depth cues, however, may be dependent upon context effects. We investigated the role of stimulus context on the interactions of binocular disparity, contrast, and size. The subjects, four observers with normal stereoacuity and one stereo-amblyope, discriminated far vs. near perceived depth of Gabor patches; feedback was based on the sign of binocular disparity. Depth discrimination functions were measured under conditions in which depth cues were consonant or in conflict. Three stimulus contexts were used: (1) variable disparity with fixed spatial frequency and contrast; (2) variable contrast with fixed spatial frequency and disparity; and (3) variable spatial frequency with fixed contrast and disparity. The effects of stimulus context were derived from comparisons of discrimination rates for identical stimuli across the three sets of conditions. In subjects with normal stereopsis, for disparities less than 2 arcmin, depth perception was dominated by contrast in contrast-varying sessions, or by size in spatial frequency-varying sessions. With larger disparities, depth perception became dependent on disparity, regardless of the contrast or spatial frequency of the test stimulus. The results for the stereo-amblyope showed much greater dependence on perspective cues and, in most cases, the transition from perspective- to disparity-based depth perception did not occur. These investigations demonstrate strong stimulus context effects and have important implications for the combination rules of stereoscopic and perspective cues in depth perception of normal and stereo-deficient subjects.